We use a special space of integrable functions for studying the Cauchy problem for linear functional-differential equations with nonintegrable singularities. We use the ideas developed by Azbelev and his students (1995). We show that by choosing the function ψ generating the space, one can guarantee resolubility and certain behavior of the solution near the point of singularity.
Linear Volterra operators in ∆ ψ spaces
We consider the following n-dimensional functional-differential equation: The case where K and S are continuous on L p [0, 1] operators is well studied (see, e.g., [1] and the references therein). Here we suppose that the functions K(t,s) and B(t) may be nonintegrable at t = 0. More precisely, we will formulate conditions on operators K and S in Sections 2 and 3. Under such conditions, those operators are not bounded on L [0, 1] and one has to choose other functional spaces for studying (1.1 
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be linear bounded operator and let
Then V is linear and bounded in ∆ p ψ2 and
(1.8)
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Operator K
In this section, we consider the integral operator (1.2). We will show that under certain conditions on matrix K(t,s), a function ψ may be indicated such that K is bounded on ∆ ψ and its norm is limited by a given number.
We say that matrix K(t,s) satisfies the ᏺ condition if for some p and p 1 such that 1 ≤ p ≤ p 1 < ∞ and for any ε ∈ (0,1],
(2.1)
The ᏺ condition admits a nonintegrable singularity at point t = 0. 
Hence, for almost all t ∈ [0,1], {(K y i )(t)} converges and the set K y is compact in measure. Thus, for the operator K : ∆ p ψ → L p to be compact, it is necessary and sufficient that the norms of K y are equicontinuous for
This implies that for any ε > 0, there exists 
Operator
S Denote S g y (t) =    y g(t) if g(t) ∈ [0,1], 0 i fg(t) / ∈ [0,1],(Sy)
